
2 The need for a
design methodology



2.1 What is a software design methodology?

• Design process navigates through solution space:

– many options at each step

– no single solution

• Method – systematic procedure to do a given task

– like a recipe

– e.g., drawing diagrams that show links between pro-
gram functions

• Methodology – a system of rules and methods that
structure the way we do things (as in any science)

– like a style of cooking

– e.g., using systems analysis to develop the software



What does a software design methodology do?

• It provides a general approach for how to proceed, based

on experience and good practice

• Components of a typical design methodology:

1. Representation: forms of notation used to model the

problem and solution (viewpoints, abstraction levels)

2. Process: procedures followed to develop solution and

strategies for making choices between alternatives

3. Heuristics: rules-of-thumb for organising functions

and data objects



• Two broad categories of methodology:

1. Formal: mathematical representation enables consis-

tency checking and rigorous design transformations,

top-down development process

2. Systematic: graphical representations show different

aspects of design, elaborated through organisational

processes
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2.2 Why use a design methodology?

• Software was produced without proper design approach:

– projects involving software became unmanageable

– catastrophic failures of big projects

• Size and complexity have increased enormously

• Systematic approach to software design

– improves technical performance

– assists management

– increases opportunities



Technical & management gains

• Technical advantages:

– Methodology helps structure a system consistently –

common goals, standards, formats and interfaces

– It provides a design model and understandable records

– We can verify model’s specifications vs. requirements

– Model reduces risk of errors in logical structure, and

allows all aspects to be considered

• Management advantages:

– Methodology creates basis for recording decisions

– It standardises design structure and interfaces be-

tween components (coordination and maintenance)

– It identifies milestones, orders development process



2.3 Viewpoints of a design model

• A model is built using one or more viewpoints:

– Functional: functions, information flow, actions

– Data-modelling: data objects, data structure

– Behavioural: events, time-ordering of actions

– Structural: functional hierarchy, data structure

• Importance of viewpoint depends on problem domain:

– data objects are critical in database systems

– data processing needs data structures and info flow

– GUI applications must handle various interrupts

– real-time problems have timing issues



System types

1. Batch systems: operate on data streams consistently,

e.g., C compiler

2. Reactive systems: driven by events, often asynchronous,

system response depends on sequence, e.g., text editor

3. Concurrent systems: multiple threads, with scheduling

and synchronisation of processes, e.g., media player



System tasks

• Data processing: content of data stream is extracted,
transformed and output. Requires consistent behaviour,
speed and robustness
e.g., mp3 player

• Transaction processing: form of data determines what
actions are appropriate for processing data, no strict
time constraint, requires correct behaviour checking
e.g., SMS or MMS

• Event processing: existence of data decides actions,
and occurrence of an event triggers response, requires
data to be processed within a time interval
e.g., incoming phone call

Having identified the system type and task, we can choose
viewpoints suitable for achieving a good design.



2 Design methodology summary

• Difference between method and methodology

• Methodologies:

– Representation, process & heuristics

– Formal vs. systematic methodologies

– Technical & management advantages

• Design viewpoints:

– Functional, data-modelling, behavioural & structural

– Batch, reactive & concurrent systems

– Data, transaction & event processing tasks


